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GUI-Based and Command Line-Based XS Board Utilities
GXSTOOLS Components

The XSTOOLs package contains these GUI-based / command line-based utilities:

GXSTEST / XSTEST: This utility lets you test an XS Board for proper functioning.

GXSSETCLK / XSSETCLK: This utility lets you set the clock frequency of the programmable oscillator on an XS Board.

GXSLOAD / XSLOAD: This utility lets you download FPGA and CPLD configuration files and upload/download data files to the RAM and/or Flash on an XS Board.

GXSPORT / XSPORT: This utility lets you send logic inputs to an XS Board by toggling the data pins of the PC parallel port.

Instructions for using these utilities are presented in the following sections.

GXSTEST

You start GXSTEST by clicking on the icon placed on the desktop during the XSTOOLS installation. This brings up the window shown below.

Next you select the parallel port that your XS Board is connected to from the Port pulldown list. GXSTEST starts with parallel port LPT1 as the default, but you can also select LPT2 or LPT3 depending upon the configuration of your PC.

After selecting the parallel port, you select the type of XS Board you are testing from the Board Type pulldown list. Then click on the TEST button to start the testing procedure. GXSTEST will configure the FPGA to perform a test procedure on your XS Board. After several seconds you will see a displayed on the LED digit if the test completes successfully. Otherwise an will be displayed if the test fails. A status window will also appear on your PC screen informing you of the success or failure of the test.

If your XS Board fails the test, you will be shown a checklist of common causes for failure. If none of these causes applies to your situation, then test the XS Board using another PC. In our experience, 99.9% of all problems are due to the parallel port. If you cannot get your board to pass the test even after taking these steps, then contact XESS Corp for further assistance.
**XSTEST**

The XSTEST utility performs the same functions as GXSTEST, but using a command line interface:

```
XSPORT [-h|help] [-p|port] [1|2|3] [-b|board] <type>
```

Here is an example that tests an XS40-005XL Board connected to the LPT2 parallel port:

```
XSTEST -p 2 -b xs40-005xl
```

XSTEST remembers the parallel port and type of XS Board that was used on the previous run, so the next example re-runs the test on the XS40-005XL Board:

```
XSTEST
```

You can get a synopsis of the XSTEST command arguments as follows:

```
XSTEST -help
```

**GXSSETCLK**

The XS Boards have a 100 MHz programmable oscillator (a Dallas Semiconductor DS1075Z-100). The 100 MHz master frequency can be divided by factors of 1, 2, ..., up to 2052 to get clock frequencies of 100 MHz, 50 MHz, ..., down to 48.7 KHz, respectively. The divided frequency is sent to the rest of the XS Board circuitry as a clock signal.

The divisor is stored in non-volatile memory in the oscillator chip so it will resume operation at its programmed frequency whenever power is applied to the XS Board. You can store a particular divisor into the oscillator chip by using the GUI-based GXSSETCLK as follows.

You start GXSSETCLK by clicking on the icon placed on the desktop during the XSTOOLS installation. This brings up the window shown below.
Your next step is to select the parallel port that your XS Board is connected to from the Port pulldown list. GXSSETCLK starts with parallel port LPT1 as the default, but you can also select LPT2 or LPT3 depending upon the configuration of your PC. Then select the type of XS Board from the Board Type pulldown list.

Next you enter a divisor between 1 and 2052 into the Divisor text box and then click on the SET button. Then follow the sequence of instructions given by GXSSETCLK for moving shunts and removing and restoring power during the oscillator programming process. At the completion of the process, the new frequency will be programmed into the DS1075.

An external clock signal can be substituted for the internal 100 MHz oscillator of the DS1075. Checking the External Clock checkbox will enable this feature in the programmable oscillator chip. If this option is selected, you are then responsible for providing the external clock to the XS Board through an external pin. (Check the manual for your particular XS Board to find the location of the external clock pin.)

**XSSETCLK**

The XSSETCLK utility performs the same functions as GXSSETCLK, but using a command line interface:

```
XSSETCLK [-h|help] [-p|port] [1|2|3] [-b|board] <type> [-d|divisor] <number> [-e|external]
```

Here is an example that sets the oscillator on the XS95-108 Board to 25 MHz (100 MHz / 4 = 25 MHz) through a connection to the LPT1 parallel port:

```
XSSETCLK -p 1 -b xs95-108 -div 4
```

XSSETCLK remembers the parallel port and type of XS Board that was used on the previous run, so the next example reprograms the oscillator with a divisor of 2 that is applied to an external clock source instead of the internal 100 MHz oscillator:

```
XSSETCLK -div 2 -external
```

You can get a synopsis of the XSSETCLK command arguments as follows:
XSSETCLK -help

GXSLOAD

Downloading Designs into the FPGA and CPLD of Your XSA Board

During the development and testing phases, you will usually connect your XS Board to the parallel port of a PC and download your circuit each time you make changes to it. You can download an FPGA or CPLD design into your XS Board using the GXSLOAD utility as follows.

You start GXSLOAD by clicking on the icon placed on the desktop during the XSTOOLS installation. This brings up the window shown below.

Next you select the parallel port that your XS Board is connected to from the Port pulldown list. GXSTEST starts with parallel port LPT1 as the default, but you can also select LPT2 or LPT3 depending upon the configuration of your PC. Then select the type of XS Board you are using from the Board Type pulldown list.

After setting the board type and parallel port, you can download .BIT or .SVF files to the FPGA or CPLD on your XS Board simply by dragging them to the FPGA/CPLD area of the GXSLOAD window as shown below.
Once you release the left mouse button and drop the file, the highlighted file name appears in the FPGA/CPLD area and the Load button in the GXSLOAD window is enabled. Clicking on the Load button will begin sending the highlighted file to the XS Board through the parallel port connection. .BIT files contain configuration bitstreams that are loaded into the FPGA while .SVF files will go to the CPLD. GXSLOAD will reject any non-downloadable files (ones with a suffix other than .BIT or .SVF). During the downloading process, GXSLOAD will display the name of the file and the progress of the current download.

You can drag & drop multiple files into the FPGA/CPLD area. Clicking your mouse on a filename will highlight the name and select it for downloading. Only one file at a time can be selected for downloading.
Double-clicking the highlighted file will deselect it so no file will be downloaded. Doing this disables the Load button.
Storing Non-Volatile Designs in Your XSA Board

The FPGA on an XS Board stores its configuration in an on-chip SRAM which is erased whenever power is removed. (CPLDs on the XS Boards store their configuration in an internal Flash memory that retains its contents even after power is removed.) Once your design is finished, you may want to store the bitstream in the Flash RAM (for XSA or XSV Boards) or serial EEPROM (for XS40 Boards) on your XS Board. The Flash or EEPROM will configure the FPGA for operation as soon as power is applied.

An FPGA .BIT file can be downloaded directly to a serial EEPROM. But before downloading to Flash, the FPGA .BIT file must be converted into a .EXO or .MCS format using one of the following commands:

```
promgen -u 0 file.bit -p exo -s 256
promgen -u 0 file.bit -p mcs -s 256
```

In the commands shown above, the bitstream in the file.bit file is transformed into an .EXO or .MCS file format starting at address zero and proceeding upward until the upper address limit is reached. (The XSA Board has a 256 KByte Flash while the XSV Boards have a 2 MByte Flash.)

Before attempting to program the Flash, you must place all DIP switches on the XSA or XSV Board into the OFF position!

The .MCS or .EXO (.BIT) file is loaded into the Flash (EEPROM) device by dragging it into the Flash/EEPROM area and clicking on the Load button. This activates the following sequence of steps:

1. The entire Flash (EEPROM) is erased.
2. The CPLD on the XSA or XSV Board is reprogrammed to create an interface between the Flash device and the PC parallel port. (This FPGA on the XS40 Board is programmed to create an interface between the EEPROM and the PC parallel port.)
3. The contents of the .EXO or .MCS (.BIT) file are downloaded into the Flash (EEPROM) through the parallel port.
4. The CPLD is reprogrammed to create a circuit that configures the FPGA with the contents of the Flash when power is applied to the XSA or XSV Board. (This step is not needed for the XS40 Board.)

Multiple files can be stored in the Flash device just by dragging them into the Flash/EEPROM area, highlighting the files to be downloaded and clicking the Load button. (Note that anything previously stored in the Flash will be erased by each new download.) This is useful if you need to store information in the Flash in addition to the FPGA bitstream. Files are selected and de-selected for downloading just by clicking on their
names in the Flash/EEPROM area. **The address ranges of the data in each file should not overlap or this will corrupt the data stored in the Flash device!**

You can also examine the contents of the Flash device by uploading it to the PC. (The contents of the serial EEPROM on the XS40 Board cannot be uploaded to the PC.) To upload data from an address range in the Flash, type the upper and lower bounds of the range into the High Address and Low Address fields below the Flash/EEPROM area, and select the format in which you would like to store the data using the Upload Format pulldown list. Then click on the file icon and drag & drop it into any folder. This activates the following sequence of steps:

1. The CPLD on the XSA or XSV Board is reprogrammed to create an interface between the Flash device and the PC parallel port.

2. The Flash data between the high and low addresses (inclusive) is uploaded through the parallel port.

3. The uploaded data is stored in a file named FLSHUPLD with an extension that reflects the file format.

   ![Upload Interface Diagram]

   The uploaded data can be stored in the following formats:

   MCS: Intel hexadecimal file format. This is the same format generated by the promgen utility with the \(-p\) mcs option.

   HEX: Identical to MCS format.

   EXO-16: Motorola S-record format with 16-bit addresses (suitable for 64 KByte uploads only).

   EXO-24: Motorola S-record format with 24-bit addresses. This is the same format generated by the promgen utility with the \(-p\) exo option.

   EXO-32: Motorola S-record format with 32-bit addresses.
XESS-16: XESS hexadecimal format with 16-bit addresses. (This is a simplified file format that does not use checksums.)

XESS-24: XESS hexadecimal format with 24-bit addresses.

XESS-32: XESS hexadecimal format with 32-bit addresses.

After the data is uploaded from the Flash, the CPLD on the XSA or XSV Board is left with the Flash interface programmed into it. You will need to reprogram the CPLD with either the parallel port or Flash configuration circuit before the board will function again. Check the manual for your particular board for details on this.

**Downloading and Uploading Data to/from the RAM in Your XS Board**

The XS Boards contain various amounts of RAM whose contents can be downloaded and uploaded by GXSLOAD. This is useful for initializing the RAM with data for use by the FPGA or CPLD and then reading the RAM contents after the FPGA or CPLD has operated upon it. The RAM is loaded with data by dragging & dropping one or more .EXO, .MCS, .HEX, and/or .XES files into the RAM area of the GXSLOAD window and then clicking on the Load button. This activates the following sequence of steps:

1. The FPGA or CPLD on the XS Board is reprogrammed to create an interface between the RAM device and the PC parallel port.

2. The contents of the .EXO, .MCS, .HEX or .XES files are downloaded into the RAM through the parallel port. **The data in the files will overwrite each other if their address ranges overlap.**

3. After the data is downloaded to the RAM, any highlighted bitstream file in the FPGA/CPLD area is downloaded into the FPGA or CPLD on the XS Board. Otherwise the FPGA remains configured as an interface to the RAM.

You can also examine the contents of the RAM device by uploading it to the PC. To upload data from an address range in the RAM, type the upper and lower bounds of the range into the High Address and Low Address fields below the RAM area, and select the format in which you would like to store the data using the Upload Format pulldown list. Then click on the file icon and drag & drop it into any folder. This activates the following sequence of steps:

1. The FPGA or CPLD on the XS Board is reprogrammed to create an interface between the RAM device and the PC parallel port.

2. The RAM data between the high and low addresses (inclusive) is uploaded through the parallel port.

3. The uploaded data is stored in a file named RAMUPLD with an extension that reflects the file format.
Note that different XS Board models have different RAM architectures that vary in the amount of RAM, the RAM word width and even the number of RAM banks. Consult the latest version of your board manual to determine how GXSLOAD maps the data in the various file formats to the particular RAM architecture of your board.

**XSLOAD**

The XSLOAD utility performs the same functions as GXSLOAD, but using a command line interface:

```
```

Here is an example that downloads an SVF file to the CPLD on an XSV-300 Board attached to parallel port LPT2:

```
XSLOAD -p 2 -b xsv-300 -cpld dwndlpar.svf
```

XSLOAD remembers the parallel port and type of XS Board that was used on the previous run, so the next example programs the XCV300 Virtex FPGA with a bitstream file:

```
XSLOAD -fpga test.bit
```

A bitstream can be programmed into the Flash using the following sequence of commands. The first command transforms the .BIT file into a Motorola .EXO file. Then
the .EXO file is programmed into the Flash on the XSV Board and the CPLD on the XSV Board is reprogrammed such that it will configure the XCV300 FPGA from the Flash on power-up:

```
promgen -u 0 test.bit -p exo -s 2048
XSLOAD -flash test.exo
```

The contents of the 2 MByte Flash can be verified by uploading the data in an .EXO format (with 24-bit addresses) into a file called chkflash.exo.

```
XSLOAD -flash chkflash.exo -format exo-24 -upload 0 0x1FFFFF
```

Equivalent operations can be performed to download and upload the contents of the RAM:

```
XSLOAD -ram data.hex
XSLOAD -ram chkram.hex -format hex -upload 0 0x1FFFFF
```

You can get a synopsis of the XSLOAD command arguments as follows:

```
XSLOAD -help
```

**GXSPORT**

Once you have loaded the XS Board with a configuration file using GXSLOAD, you can then use GXSPORT to exercise the functions of your design. Click on the icon to bring up the window shown below.

The window contains several controls which perform the following functions:
The Port pulldown list lets you select the parallel port that your XS Board is connected to just like you did with the GXSLOAD program.

There are eight buttons, each of which is associated with one of the eight data bits of the parallel port. On startup, each button is labeled with the binary value currently output on the associated data pin. When you click one of these buttons, the displayed binary value toggles but this new value does not appear on the data pin until you press the Strobe button (see below).

The Strobe button transfers the bit values displayed on the data button to the data pins of the parallel port. The Strobe button is enabled if at least one value on a data button is different from the actual value output on its data pin. The Strobe button is disabled if the value on each data pin matches the value on its associated button, because then there is no need to transfer the values.

If you check the Count box, the value output on the data pins will increment every time you click on the Strobe button. In this case, the Strobe button will stay enabled.

Clicking the Exit button terminates GXSPORT without updating the data pins with any new values that may have been entered.

**XSPORT**

The XSPORT utility performs the same functions as GXSPORT, but using a command line interface:

```
XSPORT [-h|help] [-p|port] [1|2|3] <binary number>
```

Here is an example that outputs the binary value 00001111 on the LPT2 parallel port:

```
XSPORT -p 2 00001111
```

XSPORT remembers the parallel port that was used on the previous run, so the following example outputs the value 101 on the lower three bits of the LPT2 parallel port:

```
XSPORT 101
```

You can get a synopsis of the XSPORT command arguments as follows:

```
XSPORT -help
```
XS Board Information File

All the XSTOOLs utilities get their information about the various types of XS Boards from the XSBRDINF.TXT file in the top-level installation folder. All blank lines and lines starting with the # character are ignored. The remaining lines contain ten fields separated by one or more whitespace characters. The ten fields have the following meanings:

Field 1 stores the type name of the XS Board.

Field 2 stores the identifier of the type of FPGA or CPLD in the XS Board.

Field 3 stores the file name of the bitstream file that is loaded into the XS Board to create a downloading interface between the parallel port and the programmable device.

Field 4 stores the file name of the bitstream file that is loaded into the XS Board to create an interface between the parallel port and the RAM.

Field 5 stores the file name of the bitstream file that is loaded into the XS Board to create an interface between the parallel port and the programmable oscillator.

Field 6 stores the file name of the bitstream file that erases the interface circuit between the XS Board and the parallel port.

Field 7 stores the file name of the bitstream file that is loaded into the XS Board to create an interface between the parallel port and the Flash or serial EEPROM device.

Field 8 stores the file name of the bitstream file that is loaded into the XS Board to enable the configuration of the FPGA from the Flash device on power-up.

Field 9 stores the file name of the bitstream field that is loaded into the interface CPLD of the XS Board to allow testing of the board.

Field 10 stores the file name of the bitstream file that is loaded into the FPGA of the XS Board to perform board tests.

Field 11 stores the file name of the data file that is loaded into the RAM of the XS Board before testing begins.

Troubleshooting

A small percentage of customers experience difficulties when running the XSTOOLS software utilities. In 99.9% of these cases, the problem is usually caused by the parallel port of the computer connected to your XS Board. Here are a few tips that may help you solve your problem before contacting us.

Windows 95, 98, and ME Users

The first thing you should do before connecting your XS Board is to remove any other devices from your parallel port. That includes all software dongles and pass-thru devices as well. You can try reconnecting these devices after you get your XS Board to work.
Next, you should boot your PC, enter the BIOS, and then check the mode of your parallel port. Here are the various modes you can use ranked in order of their likelihood of working properly with your XS Board:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parallel Port Mode</th>
<th>Ranking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unidirectional</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPP</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECP</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPP</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECP+EPP</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bidirectional</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Your PC may not have all these modes (or they may not go by these names), but you should be able to find something close. All the different PC motherboard hardware, BIOSes, OSes and everything else that customers have on their PCs makes it difficult to guarantee that any particular mode will work. If a particular mode doesn't work, then try another.

While you are in the BIOS, take a look at the hardware address for your parallel port. It will probably be 0x378. It's OK if it has some other value because the XSTOOLS software will read the address from the BIOS. But if a problem arises and nothing else makes the XSTOOLS work, then try setting the parallel port hardware address to 0x378 in the BIOS.

Now you can exit the BIOS (saving any changes you made) and try the XSTOOLS software. You will probably try GXTEST first so you can verify the operation of your XS Board. If you are going to have a problem with the XSTOOLS, this is when you'll probably have it. If your XS Board fails GXTEST, you will receive a list of things to check that may be causing a problem. If none of those is the problem, then try interrupting power to your XS Board (this will reset it) and then re-run GXTEST. This may clear the problem.

If your XS Board still fails GXTEST, then reboot your PC, enter the BIOS and try another mode for your parallel port. Then try GXTEST again. Repeat this process until the XS Board works or you run out of parallel port modes to try. If the XS Board still won't pass, then try to find another PC and test your XS Board on that one. Still won't work? Then it's time to contact us at help@xess.com. We test every XS Board before shipment, but you may have a bad one. If so, we will replace it or refund your money.

It is possible that you will get an error message that asks you to check the hardware address of your parallel port. If so, this indicates that the XSTOOLS software is having difficulty getting the correct hardware address for your parallel port. You can solve this problem as follows:
1. Get the hardware address for your parallel port. You can find this in the BIOS or by highlighting the item

Start ➔ Settings ➔ Control Panel ➔ System ➔ Device Manager ➔ Ports ➔ Printer Port

then click on Properties and look in the Input/Output Range of the Resources tab.

2. Open (or create) the file XSPARAM.TXT in the C:\XSTOOLS4 folder (or the folder where you installed the XSTOOLS software) and add the following line at the top of the file:

LPT1ADDRESS 0x378

assuming you are using parallel port LPT1 and its address is 0x378. Use LPT2ADDRESS or LPT2ADDRESS if you are using those parallel ports and use the appropriate address you found in the previous step.

This procedure will force the XSTOOLS software to use the parallel port hardware address you listed in the XSPARAM.TXT file. That may fix the problem. If not, try disabling the parallel port address checking procedure by placing the following line into the XSPARAM.TXT file:

LPT1CHECK NO

Then try GXTEST again and see if your XS Board passes the test.

You can also use an alternate set of parallel port access routines by placing the following line into the XSPARAM.TXT file:

LPTDRIVER DRIVERLINX

(If you are using WinNT, Win2000 or WinXP then you will also have to run the port95nt.exe program on the XSTOOLS CDROM. This will install the DRIVERLINX parallel port driver.) Then try GXTEST again and see if your XS Board passes the test.

If the XS Board still won't pass, then try to find another PC and test your XS Board on that one. Still won't work? Then it's time to contact us at help@xess.com. We test every XS Board before shipment, but you may have a bad one. If so, we will replace it or refund your money.

Windows NT, 2000, XP

If you are using these operating systems, you should try all the remedies listed in the previous section. You may also have a problem with the UNIIO driver that is installed so the XSTOOLS software can access the parallel port. The XSTOOLS software can't get to the parallel port unless this driver is running. You can check the state of the UNIIO driver under Windows 2000 as follows:
1. Open the Device Manager as follows:

   Start ➔ Settings ➔ Control Panel ➔ System ➔ Hardware ➔ Device Manager

2. Select View ➔ Show hidden devices

3. Click on the Non-Plug and Play Drivers to expand the list.

4. Find uniio in the list of drivers and double-click it.

5. Click on the Driver tab. The uniio driver should be started. If not, click on the Start button. Also, the Startup Type field should be either Demand or Automatic. If not, change it to one of these types so the uniio driver will start automatically when you reboot. Then press OK.

The previous procedure should start the uniio driver and allow the XSTOOLS software to access the parallel port hardware. Suppose you did not find the uniio driver in the list of drivers? In this case you will have to manually install the driver as follows:

1. Open a command-prompt window.

2. Go to the folder where you installed the XSTOOLS software (C:\XSTOOLS4 by default) using the command sequence:

   > C:
   > CD \XSTOOLS4

3. Execute this command to load the uniio driver:

   > LOADDRV UNIIO C:\XSTOOLS4\UNIIO.SYS

4. Reboot your PC and check the list of drivers for the presence of the uniio driver.

Now try to run the XSTOOLS software.

If the XS Board still won't pass, then try to find another PC and test your XS Board on that one. Still won't work? Then it's time to contact us at help@xess.com. We test every XS Board before shipment, but you may have a bad one. If so, we will replace it or refund your money.